CUMMINS

Self-Service

Coin Kiosks

Bring local patrons into your casino!

Self-Service Coin Kiosks
Build Traffic, Add New Revenue!

Cummins Self-Service Coin Kiosks Help Your Casino…
Build Traffic
Local patrons in particular are drawn to
your casino, able to quickly and easily
convert their coins to currency and
spend their “new found” cash on the
gaming floor or on your other retail or
entertainment venues.

Generate Revenue
Adjust the machine’s service fee
at anytime, providing you with
flexibility on your return-oninvestment and/or promotional
or competitive positioning.

Improve Operations

Keep your cashier lines short and running smoothly
by directing patrons to your self-service coin kiosk.
Patrons get their money quickly and without
inconveniencing others in line or your staff.

Enhance Customer Service
Your patrons simply pour their coins into the coin
tray and push the start button on the touch-screen
display. Within seconds, their coins are counted
by the fastest coin sorter in the industry.
They take their receipt to your cashier for
conversion to cash and can quickly begin
spending money on the gaming floor.

Create a New Revenue Stream With Self-Service Coin Kiosks
You own the self-service coin kiosk and any service fees are yours
to keep. Machine ownership gives you the flexibility to charge
varying fees to adjust to the market or use as a competitive edge.

This investment can quickly pay for itself...*
For example…
Average weekly coin intake........ $3,500
9% service fee.............................. $315

CoinMax
Graphics

TM

Mix and match
from our
selection of
eye catching
graphics or
create a design
specific to your casino.

Times 52 weeks/year............... $16,380
*Estimate revenue potential.
Maintenance costs additional.

FastPay™ Automated Payout

Free Revenue Estimate
For a more detailed estimate of the
profit potential of Cummins self-service
coin kiosks, contact your Cummins
representative. Our free, no-obligation
revenue estimate takes into account your
potential coin volume, local armored
carrier costs, and other factors specific
to your casino(s), this document
provides a tailored estimate of each
machine’s payback and profitability.

Cummins kiosks can be outfitted with the
FastPay™ Automated Payout (shown above
and to the right) which
dispenses cash to your
patrons. Patrons don’t
have to wait in the
cashier line and can
head out to the gaming
floor with cash in hand!
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